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Optimal Stream Replication for Video Simulcasting
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Abstract—Video simulcasting enables a sender to generate replicated streams of different rates, serving receivers of diverse access
bandwidths. As replication introduces noticeable redundancy, balancing bandwidth consumption with user satisfaction becomes a
critical concern in simulcasting. This paper investigates the above
issue; more explicitly, we seek answers to the following two questions: what is the number of streams that should be generated, and
what is the bandwidth that should be allocated to each stream?
We derive optimal and efficient solutions, and evaluate their performance under a variety of configurations. The results demonstrate that an optimal and adaptive bandwidth allocation significantly improves user satisfaction under stringent resource constraints, and an optimal choice of the stream number yields further
improvements.
Index Terms—Bandwidth allocation, multicast, simulcasting,
stream replication.

I. INTRODUCTION
ITH the rapid development and deployment of broadband networks, real-time video distribution is emerging as one of the
most important networked applications. The multi-user nature
of video programs makes multicast an efficient method for delivering video content to a large population of receivers. Such
systems have also been effectively supported by existing network infrastructures, e.g., by wireless networks or the Internet
with IP multicast or application-layer multicast [20], [21]. A
key challenge, however, is how to handle user heterogeneity,
as receivers with different platforms, such as PDAs, laptops,
and PCs, or with different connection speeds, such as 1.5-Mbps
ADSL or 100-Mbps Ethernet, all expect to access video services
nowadays. Clearly, a single-rate transmission, though simple, is
difficult to match these diverse demands.
Simulcasting has been introduced as a vehicle to mitigate the
mismatches and hence improve user satisfaction [1], [2], [19].
A simulcast server maintains some replicated streams for the
same video content but with different rates, and delivers each
stream to a specific set of receivers through a multicast channel.
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Two questions arise for video simulcasting naturally: how to
choose an appropriate number of streams, and how to allocate
bandwidth to the streams to reduce bandwidth mismatches?
In this paper, for the first time we present a formal study on
the above issues, to which we refer to as the stream replication
problem. The key objective here is to strike a balance between
bandwidth economy and user satisfaction; in other words, given
some bandwidth constraint, a replication scheme should minimize the expected bandwidth mismatch for all the receivers.
We first formulate the optimal replication problem for a given
number of streams, and derive an efficient algorithm. This optimization follows the design nature of most existing simulcasting
systems, in which the number of streams is predetermined by
system operators or service providers.
Through theoretical analysis and experimental results, we
then demonstrate that the number of replicated streams is a
critical factor in the overall system optimization. It is necessary
to choose an optimal, not an ad hoc, number of streams based
on the available resources as well as receivers’ requirements.
In addition, recent advances in video coding have shown that
a stream can be replicated in realtime by fast compression
domain transcoding [3], [4]. The fast and low-cost operations
for stream setup and termination have also been supported
in advanced video streaming standards, such as the MPEG-4
Delivery Multimedia Integration Framework (DIMF) [1].
Given the flexibility, it is possible to adaptively regulate the
number of streams to accommodate the receivers’ requirements.
Therefore, we further consider the use of a flexible number of
video streams, and offer an algorithm that jointly optimizes the
number as well as the bandwidth allocated to each stream.
We also investigate the bandwidth allocation among different
video programs (sessions). We note that, for optimal replication,
the expected mismatch of the receivers is a stepwise function
of the session bandwidth. As a result, an equal allocation often
leads to a waste of bandwidth. We thus introduce a novel mismatch-aware allocation scheme, which intelligently distributes
the unused bandwidth to other sessions, yet preserving general
fairness properties.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents some related work. The system model is described
in Section III. Section IV formulates the problem of optimal
steam replication for a single session, and derives the solutions.
The inter-session bandwidth allocation is studied in Section V.
We then present the performance results in Section VI, and
conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Simulcasting Protocols
There has been a significant amount of work on simulcasting
in the literature [1], [2], [5], [6], [10], [11]. A representative
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is the destination set grouping (DSG) protocol [2]. In DSG, a
source maintains a small number of video streams (say three)
at different rates; a receiver subscribes to a stream that best
matches its bandwidth. It also estimates the network status according to the packet loss ratios, and reports its estimation to the
sender through a scalable feedback protocol. If the percentile of
the congested receivers for a stream is above a certain threshold,
the bandwidth of the stream is reduced by the sender. If few
receivers observe packet losses, the stream bandwidth is increased. The choice of the threshold is experience-based, which
is not necessarily optimal. Some heuristics are proposed in [5]
for stream bandwidth adjustment. The objective is to reduce the
overall bandwidth originated from the server, as well as the aggregate bandwidth, in local regions. An optimal bandwidth allocation algorithm that minimizes bandwidth mismatches for a
two-stream case is proposed in [6]. The algorithm performs an
exhaustive search on the receivers’ expected bandwidths, based
on an observation that an optimal stream bandwidth must be one
of them. Due to the high complexity of exhaustive search, it is
not easy to directly extend this algorithm with more streams.
Simulcasting has also been used in overlay networks to match
client capacities [21]; yet the choices of streaming rates are ad
hoc.
B. Simulcasting Versus Layered Transmission
Another typical solution for multicasting to heterogeneous
receivers is layered transmission [7]–[14], in which a sender
generates multiple layers that can progressively refine the video
quality, and a receiver thus can subscribe to a subset of layers
commensurate with its bandwidth.
Layered transmission also suffers from bandwidth mismatches, because adaptation on the receiver’s side is at
coarse-grained layer level. To minimize this mismatch, protocols using dynamic layer rate allocation on the sender’s side
have been proposed for cumulative layering, where the layers
are subscribed cumulatively staring from a base layer [7], [8],
[13]. However, the constraints and hence the optimization
strategies for layer rate allocation and stream replication are
quite different. For illustration, consider a single video with a
given total bandwidth and total number of replicated streams
(or layers) . As will be explained later, we assume bandwidth
allocation is discrete. For simulcasting, the problem of stream
rate allocation is thus to find an optimal -partition for integer
; for cumulative layering, it is to find an optimal enumeration
numbers with the maximum one being no more than .
of
In addition, it can be proved that, the more layers a layered
transmission protocol generates, the smaller the mismatch that
a receiver would experience (ignoring the layering overheads)
[8]. Thus, the use of “thin layers” has been advocated in some
existing protocols [9]. For simulcasting, this is not true, because
stream replication would introduce very high redundancy with
a large number of streams. As such, it is necessary to find an
optimal number of streams.
It is worth noting that simulcasting and layering have been
compared in many different contexts, including IP-layer multicasting [10], TCP-friendly streaming [11], and proxy-assisted
streaming [17], [18]. Though it is often believed that layering
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achieves higher bandwidth utilization as there is no overlapping
among the layers, it suffers from the high complexities as well
as the structure constraints for both encoding and decoding [1].
To the contrary, simulcasting produces independent streams that
can serve receivers with simpler and even heterogeneous decoding algorithms. Therefore, simulcasting remains a practical
solution to address user heterogeneity.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND DEFINITIONS
In our system, a video server distributes a set of video programs using the simulcasting technique: each video program
has several replicated streams of different rates. The descriptions of the video programs are advertised to the receivers via
a dedicated multicast channel. A receiver interested in a particular video program can thus subscribe to one of the streams
to receive the video. We refer to a program and its receivers as
a simulcast session (or session), and the bandwidth allocated
to the session as session bandwidth, which imposes an upper
bound for the total bandwidth of the replicated streams.
The status of the system can be characterized by a three-tuple,
, where is the maximum outbound bandwidth of
the server; is the total number of sessions, and each session
;
is the ratio of the receivers
has an index in
having expected bandwidth in session . We stress that this
model captures the essentials of many existing video multicasting systems, in which the expected bandwidths of the receivers
are heterogeneous and limited by their processing capabilities
or access links; the video server, though having a higher output
bandwidth, has to accommodate many simultaneous sessions,
each with several replicated streams. Therefore, its bandwidth
is also an important factor in the system optimization. Note that
a receiver cannot subscribe to a fraction of a video stream. Assume a receiver’s expected bandwidth is , and the bandwidth of
its subscribed stream is , we measure the bandwidth mismatch
as

or

(1)

We use this relative measure (RM) instead of an absolute
mismatch measure, as RM will not enlarge the impact of the
mismatches perceived by wideband receivers. For a simulcast
session, our objective for both sender and receiver adaptations
is to minimize the expected RM for all the receivers. There
could be other measures, as well as mappings from the mismatch to some application-level performance degradation. For
example, different fairness measures, such as the inter-receiver
fairness (IRF) function [6], or subjective/objective video quality
measures, such as the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [1].
The optimization algorithms presented in this paper are general
enough, which does not impose strict constraints on the measurement function, and thus can accommodate other mismatch
or fairness measures as well. Also note that we mainly focus on
developing an optimization framework for stream replication in
this paper; the mechanisms for receiver bandwidth estimation
and report are out of the scope. These two issues have been extensively studied in the literature [8], [12], and many of the algorithms can be applied in our system.
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IV. INTRA-SESSION OPTIMIZATION: CASES FOR FIXED AND
FLEXIBLE NUMBER OF STREAMS
A. Problem Formulation
denote the bandwidth allocation vector for session ,
, where is the total number of the
is the rate of stream .
replicated streams for session , and
Without loss of generality, we assume that
; these rates, as well as other bandwidths or rates discussed
in this paper, take only discrete values, for two reasons: First,
given a finite number of quantizers, the output rate of a video
compressor is always discrete [1]; Second, bandwidth allocation
is channelized in many multicast or broadcast networks.
, a receiver with bandwidth
should
For a given
subscribe to the stream of the best-matching bandwidth
, which is a relatively simple operaon the
tion. The challenging problem is how to determine
server’s side, to which we refer as intra-session allocation. The
input for intra-session allocation includes the session bandwidth
and the receivers’ bandwidth distribution
. The output
is the minimum expected relative mismatch (ERM) for all the
.
receivers in the session, together with the corresponding
is the maximum receiver bandwidth in session .
Assume
and
.
An optimal allocation clearly satisfies
The optimization problem thus can be formally described as
follows:
Let

(2)
As discussed before, we consider two versions of the above
optimization problem: 1) optimal bandwidth allocation for a
given (fixed) number of streams (OptFN) and 2) joint optimization for the number of streams and their respective bandwidths
(OptNB), which provides a general guideline for choosing the
number of streams in simulcasting systems.
B. Optimization for Fixed Number of Streams (OptFN)
In this scenario, we assume the total number of streams is
fixed to a given . Since the number of valid allocations is finite
for
and
, there exists an optimal bandwidth
allocation vector for problem OptFN.
We now show an effective algorithm to solve this
as
problem. Define
, that is, the minimum ERM
streams are generated with a
when a total number of
total bandwidth , and the bandwidth of stream is .
that occupies all
For the case of only one stream
the session bandwidth (i.e.,
), we have
.
, one more stream is to be added based on a case
For
. Without loss of generality, assume this one is stream .
of
The reduction of ERM, when stream is added, depends only

, because
on the bandwidth of itself and that of stream
will
only the receivers that originally subscribe to stream
potentially switch to stream . If the bandwidth stream is ,
and that of stream
is , the reduction is
for
and
. The minimum ERM for this -stream
case thus can be obtained by checking all possible values of
, leading to the following recurrence relation:

(3)
Clearly, the solution to problem OptFN is clearly given
. For the RM function, we
by
have
. For each
is an invariant in the algorithm;
given ,
can be pre-calculated
hence, its values for
and stored in space
, and the complexity of the optimal
.
allocation algorithm is bounded by
C. Joint Optimization for Stream Number and Bandwidths
(OptNB)
and their
In this scenario, both the number of streams
bandwidth
are to be optimized. For discrete bandwidth allocation, there is an upper bound of , given by
, which corresponds to stream
subject to
.
bandwidth allocation
Thus, a naïve solution to problem OptNB is to try from 1
, and invoke the algorithm for OptFN for each . The
to
complexity of this exhaustive search is
.
A more efficient algorithm can be designed as follows. Let
,
that is, the minimum ERM when the session bandwidth is
, and the bandwidth of stream
is . Since there is no
constraint on , the solution to problem OptNB is simply given
. Note that here
implies
by
, i.e., the same boundary condition as in the previous
and
, we
subsection. For
have the following recurrence relation:
(4)
The explanation to this relation is similar to (3), expect that
the index of is omitted because there is no limit to the number
and obtaining the
of streams. As a result, calculating
optimal allocation for OptNB needs only
time, which is
much lower than the exhaustive search algorithm and, interestingly, even lower than OptFN.
D. Remarks on the Lower Bound of ERM
Intuitively, ERM can be reduced if more session bandwidth
is allocated. Yet our observation from the solutions for OptFN
(fixed number of streams) is that ERM cannot be further re. A trivial bound is
duced after a certain
, corresponding to allocation
. A tight bound
can
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be derived from the optimal bandwidth allocation for cumulative layered multicast with layers: If there is no constraint of
session bandwidth, we can build a mapping from the cumula,
tive layer bandwidth to the stream bandwidth:
is the bandwidth of layer [10]. In this case, the two
where
schemes achieve the same session ERM; specifically, when the
layer bandwidth allocation is optimal, this mapping gives the
optimal stream bandwidth allocation with no session bandwidth
is given by
,
constraint. As a result,
which can be calculated in time
[8]. This mapping is
illustrated in Fig. 1.
Nevertheless, in a bandwidth-limited case, the optimization
structure for stream replication is different from that for cumulative layering, and the choice of becomes critical. As will be
shown in our numerical results, the use of a flexible number of
streams can further reduce ERM for session bandwidths beyond
.

V. ERM-AWARE INTER-SESSION BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION
We now consider bandwidth allocation among different sessions, with an objective of ensuring both fairness and efficiency.
There are various notions of bandwidth fairness, especially in a
multicast scenario [16]. Hence, rather than define a new intersession allocation framework and claim its fairness, we try to explore the unique and useful features of our replication algorithm
within existing frameworks. We observe that the session ERM
for our optimal replication algorithm is a stepwise function of
session bandwidth, and the ERM of OptFN even becomes flat
after a certain session bandwidth (see Fig. 1 and the numerical
results in Section VI-A). Thus, some bandwidth allocated to a
session can be wasted, and distributing it to other sessions would
be more reasonable.
We refer to this an enhancement as ERM-Aware Allocation
(EAA). For illustration, we use an equal share-based allocation
(ESA) as the basic allocation framework, which uniformly disas
tributes bandwidth among sessions. Denote
the minimum ERM when bandwidth is allocated to session ,
as
, i.e.,
and
per unit bandwidth when units are
the reduction of
added to session . The following heuristic algorithm provides
a simple EAA implementation based on ESA:

= 1 2 ...

1: for s
; ;
; P do
2: Ns
bC=P c;
3: while mERM s; Ns
mERM s; Ns 0
Ns
Ns 0 ;
P
4:
C 0 s=1 Ns ;
5: repeat
6: s0
 s; d , d0
s
 s; d ;
s
Ns
d0 ,
7: if  s0 ; d0 > then Ns
0
d;
8: until  s0 ; d0
or
.

1

1

arg max
(

(

( )
) 0

(

) =

(

arg max

( )

)=0

+

1=0

1

1)

do
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Fig. 1. In this simple example, most receivers’ bandwidths are distributed at
four points: 8 (10%), 15 (10%), 22 (30%), and 43 (30%). Assume the number
of streams is fixed to 3. For cumulative layered multicasting, the cumulative
layer bandwidth allocation (8, 22, 43) minimizes the expected mismatch, as long
as the session bandwidth is no less than 43. Note that this session bandwidth
is even lower than the maximum receiver bandwidth (about 47). If there is no
constraint of session bandwidth, this is also gives the optimal stream bandwidth
allocation for simulcasting, but the total bandwidth of the streams now is 73 (=
8 + 22 + 43). The mismatch cannot be further reduced by adjusting (either
increasing or decreasing) the bandwidth of any stream, even if there is extra
session bandwidth. On the other hand, for a limited session bandwidth, say 70
( 73), the allocation (8, 15, 43) becomes the optimal choice for simulcasting.
Actually, this is the optimal allocation for any session bandwidth between 66 (=
8 + 15 + 43) and 72. In other words, the session ERM for OptFN is a stepwise
function of the session bandwidth.

<

Given an equal allocation (line 2), the above EAA algorithm
first reduces the bandwidth of each session as much as possible
(line 3). It will
without increasing the session’s current
then re-allocate the extracted bandwidth (line 4 to 8); each time
a session that has the maximum ERM reduction per unit bandwidth is selected (line 6 to 7).
,
, are the session bandAssume
widths allocated by ESA. It can be easily proved that
and
,
. Hence,
EAA reduces not only the average ERM for all the sessions, but
also the ERM of each session. In the worst case, EAA yields
the same ERM as ESA.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the optimal
replication algorithms, and try to identify the key factors that influence their performance. For the sake of comparison, we also
implement a frequently cited nonoptimal scheme: the exponential allocation with a fixed number of streams (ExpFN) [7], [8].
In ExpFN, the stream bandwidths form a geometric progresfor
, which can
sion, i.e.,
cover a broad dynamic range of receivers’ access bandwidths
with a limited number streams. To achieve a fair comparison,
we assume that both the minimum and the maximum receiver
is set to the minimum. Given
bandwidths are known, and
constraints
and
, the spanning factor
can simply be determined by a bisection search. Here,
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K

Fig. 2. ERM as a function of session bandwidth for different allocation schemes. (a) Distribution 1,
= 3 for OptFN and ExpFN. (b) Distribution 1,
for OptFN and ExpFN. (c) Distribution 2,
= 3 for OptFN and ExpFN. (d) Distribution 2,
= 5 for OptFN and ExpFN.

K

is a damping factor, which ensures a reasonable portion of receivers can subscribe to stream . In our experiments, is set
to 0.85, the same as that in [12].
A. Effect of Intra-Session Optimization
1) Intra-Session Bandwidth Distribution: We first study the
performance of the stream replication schemes in a single session. To reflect the heterogeneous nature of the receivers, we
assume their bandwidths are distributed in clusters, and each
cluster follows a Gaussian distribution. The results for two repand Distriresentative distributions, Distribution 1 of
bution 2 of
, are reported in this paper. Their minimum
and maximum cluster means are 2 and 50, respectively, and the
standard deviation of a cluster is 10% of its mean. Thus most
bandwidth differences are within 10%, yet a few reach about
40% or more, reflecting the fluctuation of available bandwidth
and the flexibility in device design. We assume the session has
500 receivers and draw 500 samples from the model to obtain
an instance of receiver bandwidth distribution. All the results
presented below are averages over ten instances.
2) Effect of Session Bandwidth: In this set of experiments,
we study the effect of the bandwidth allocated to a session. Fig. 2
shows the session ERM as a function of the session bandwidth.

K

K=5

It is clear that both optimal allocation schemes significantly outperform ExpFN; at a medium to high bandwidth, the improvement of ERM is often over 0.2. For example, in Fig. 2(a), the
ERM of OptNB is reduced to 0.15 with a medium session bandwidth of 75. The ERM of ExpFN, however, remains higher than
0.5, which translates into an average bandwidth utility under
50%.
More importantly, the performance of ExpFN is not necessarily improved by allocating more bandwidth to a session. In
Fig. 2(b), though the ERM of ExpFN at the session bandwidth
of 60 is smaller than that at 40, it is noticeably larger than that at
only 50. In Fig. 2(a) and (c), the performance is even the worst
for any session bandwidth greater than 50. This is because the
receivers’ bandwidth distribution is not taken into account in
this allocation scheme, and hence some unreasonable stream
bandwidth settings could occur. To the contrary, as shown in
Fig. 2, the ERM of OptFN or OptNB is nonincreasing with the
increase of the session bandwidth. This is can also be formally
proved from recurrence relations (3) and (4).
The number of streams also influences the performance for
the replication schemes. For illustration, in Fig. 2(b), the ERM
of OptFN is close to that of the joint optimization scheme
(OptBN) for session bandwidth between 30 and 65, implying
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Fig. 3. ERM as a function of the number of streams for OptFN and ExpFN. (a) Distribution 1. (b) Distribution 2.

that five-stream is the best choice for this interval. However,
with lower or higher session bandwidth, it is no longer optimal,
and the gaps of ERM can be 0.05 or even larger. In Fig. 2(a),
OptFN is close to OptNB only for session bandwidth between
20 and 25, and the ERM gaps generally exceed 0.15 for other
bandwidths. Moreover, the ERM of OptFN becomes flat for
session bandwidths greater than 52, suggesting that the optimal
allocation for the three streams has been reached (as illustrated
in Fig. 1, this corresponds to the optimal allocation for cumulative layered multicast). On the contrary, OptNB can generate
more streams to enjoy the extra bandwidth and hence to further
reduce ERM. As a result, with a high session bandwidth ( 95),
the ERM of OptNB is less than 0.1, which is much lower than
that of OptFN. Similar observations can also be made from
Fig. 2(c) and (d).
3) Impact of the Number of Streams: To study the impact of
in OptFN and ExpFN, we vary
the number of streams
from 1 to 9. Fig. 3 shows the results when bandwidths 55 and 75
are allocated to the session, respectively. It can be seen that the
variations of the ERMs with different numbers of streams are as
) for both
large as 0.3 (excluding the single stream case,
OptFN and ExpFN. For OptFN, obviously there is an optimal
setting for , at which the session ERM is minimized. Intuis small, the receivers’ choice is limited
itively speaking, if
and the adaptation is not flexible; an extreme case is
, the
is large, the
single-rate transmission. On the other hand, if
redundancy of replication contradicts the benefit of improved
adaptability.
The exact optimal setting of can be found using the OptNB
algorithm. Note that this optimal setting in Fig. 3(a) (Distribution 1) is different from that in Fig. 3(a) (Distribution 2) for the
same session bandwidth. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3, when the
session bandwidths are different, the optimal settings change as
well, even for the same distribution. Therefore, there is no universal choice for the optimal number of streams, suggesting an
adaptive setting of the number of stream and their rates.
4) Perceived Video Quality: Since our target application is
video distribution, we also examine the video quality achieved
by different replication schemes. We use the standard MPEG-4
video encoder with TM-5 rate control to generate replicated

video streams at different rates. The average video quality of
all the receivers for a standard test sequence “Foreman (CIF)”
is presented in Fig. 4, where the quality is measured by the
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the Y channel [1]. It can
be seen that the optimal replication algorithms generally improve the perceptual video quality. With medium and high session bandwidths, the gaps of PSNR between OptNB and OptFN
are about 0.5 to 1 dB, and that between OptNB and ExpFN are
usually larger than 2 dB; both are noticeable from the video
coding/decoding point of view. This is consistent with our observations on the relationship between ERM and session bandwidth. Since PSNR often has a nonlinear relationship with transmission bandwidth, Fig. 4 is not simply an inverse and rescaled
version of Fig. 2. In particular, the PSNR for OptNB is not necessarily nondecreasing; see, for example, Fig. 4(d), with session
bandwidths from 20–50.
B. Effect of Inter-Session Bandwidth Allocation
Finally, we study the effects of inter-session bandwidth allocation. We assume that the demand probabilities for different
video programs follow a Zipf distribution of a skew factor 0.271,
as suggested by movie rental statistics [15]. The number of clusters for each session is uniformly distributed in between 2 and 7.
In the experiments, we assume that there are 2500 receivers belonging to 15 sessions, and draw 2500 samples from the above
model.
The different combinations of the intra- and inter-session allocation schemes are compared in Fig. 5. The results are consistent with our previous observations in intra-session allocation:
OptNB generally outperforms OptFN when the same inter-session allocation scheme is employed. However, the impact of
different inter-session allocation schemes is also nonnegligible.
It can be seen that, the ERM-Aware Allocation (EAA) consistently outperforms the Equal Share Allocation (ESA), both
with OptNB and with OptFN. At low or medium bandwidths,
the performance gaps can be larger than 0.1. More interestingly, for bandwidth around 500, the ERM of OptFN+EAA is
quite close to that of OptNB+EAA, and is better than that of
OptNB plus ESA. This is because the preset number of streams
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Fig. 4. Average PSNR as a function of session bandwidth for different allocation schemes. (a) Distribution 1,
2,
= 3. (d) Distribution 2,
= 5.

K

K

K = 3. (b) Distribution 1, K = 5. (c) Distribution

Fig. 5. ERM as a function of the total bandwidth of all the sessions for different combinations of the intra-session and inter-session allocation schemes.

(five in our study) is likely to be the optimal choice for such
low to medium bandwidths (refer to Fig. 2), and the choice of
inter-session allocation thus has stronger influence on the ERM.

To conclude, EAA is particularly suitable for the cases where the
stream number is fixed and the bandwidth resource is relatively
scarce.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a formal study on the problem of stream
replication for video simulcasting. We derived efficient algorithms to optimize both the number of streams and the bandwidth for each stream. Numerical results under various configurations demonstrated that an optimal and adaptive bandwidth
allocation significantly improves user satisfaction under stringent resource constraints, and an optimal choice of the stream
number yields further improvements.
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